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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1
Climate change is recognised as a defining issue of our times, with over 80% of the
British public1 very or fairly concerned with the issue and with Environment now rated as the
fourth most important issue facing the UK2. In transport, we have seen both scheme funders,
promoters and consultants declaring a ‘Climate Emergency’ and seeking to meet carbon
emission targets in the shortest possible time. However, the profession of Transport Planning
as a whole has been slow to respond, individual transport planners and organisations which
are corporate members of professional bodies continue to act and advise on projects and
programmes which increase, rather than decrease, UK carbon emissions.
Within this essay, the Climate Emergency will refer to the emission of Greenhouse
Gases from the construction or operation of any transport infrastructure project, activity or
policy.
1.2

This project seeks to assess what more transport planners and those within the
transport industry can do to address the climate emergency, through the lens of codes of
conduct or ethics which are enforced by their professional bodies as a condition of
membership. It will do this through the medium of interviews with transport practitioners
based within the North East of England, as a case study area.
1.3

1.4
In order to examine this issue, it is important to define specific research question that
this project will seek to answer, these have been defined as the below:
RQ1: How do professional codes of conduct or ethics for transport planners address ‘the
climate emergency’?
RQ2: What is the current understanding of ‘the climate emergency’ among transport
planners and how are they addressing it?
RQ3: How are these codes applied in practice in an exemplar region (the North East of
England) and what more could these codes do?
1.5
The methodology undertaken within this project has sought to integrate qualitative
semi-structured interviews with a literature and policy analysis. The semi-structured method
was chosen because this approach allowed conversation to flow easily, but also allowed
interviewees to expand upon answers and reflect, since the topic under discussion was
complex and multi-faceted. However, in order to ensure some consistency between
interviewees, a fully unstructured interview approach was not felt to be appropriate. A copy
of the standard questions are appended as Appendix 1.
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2. RESEARCH QUESTION 1: HOW DO PROFESSIONAL CODES OF
CONDUCT OR ETHICS FOR TRANSPORT PLANNERS ADDRESS ‘THE
CLIMATE EMERGENCY’?
SUMMARY:
•
•

Only one of six Codes refers explicitly to carbon, while all require adherents to
understand the impacts of their work on the wider environment
Most codes only require members to account for, give due weight to or justify the
adverse effects of the work rather than directly advocate for the most sustainable
solution

2.1
Professional bodies often have articles of association which govern their formation
and the jurisdiction over their members. These articles of association typically also set out a
code of practice/conduct which are required to be followed by their members in order to
maintain membership or a particular status such as chartership. Codes of Conduct or Ethical
Principles are common to professions as diverse as medicine3, the military4 and librarians5.
These Codes are designed to ensure that public trust in professions can be maintained
and that there are elements of professional responsibility and standards are applied that are
above those maintained by those outside the profession. As Davis notes “A code must state
either what any decent person knows… or seek to impose obligations beyond what ordinary
morality requires” 6 7.
2.2

The wider question should be asked – why are Codes of Conduct & Professional Ethics
(hereafter ‘Codes’) relevant to transport practitioners? Stokes (2015)8 makes a compelling
case for a set of ethical principles covering transport planning with its impacts on wider
society. Banister (2003)9 argues for an “ethics of honesty. Transport Planners should not try
to claim their methods and approaches to analysis have all the answers” and Buchan/TPS
(2018)10 place Principles & Codes “As part of our new push to gain wider recognition for the
profession[…] the idea that transport planners’ work should always be truly independent;
questioning and open minded”.
2.3

Within the wider transport universe, there are a wide array of approaches to Codes,
this can range from the relatively simple, containing only a few high-level principles11, through
to more detailed, setting out clearly expectations for actions to be undertaken12.
2.4

For the purposes of this project, Codes for the following professional bodies have been
analysed:
2.5

•

Transport Planning Society (TPS) 13

•

Chartered Institute of Highways and Transport (CIHT) 14

•

Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT) 15

•

Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI)16

•

Royal Academy of Engineering (RAE)17

•

Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)18
3
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Many professionals in the industry will be members of one or more of these bodies,
other bodies or none at all. The above list encompasses the majority of the largest
professional bodies for transport planners.
2.6

2.7
As would be expected, the different Codes for professional bodies place different
elements of emphasis on the conservation of the environment, sustainability and climate
change. This is set out below, for each body, the relevant key principles, any sections which
require individual interpretation on how professionals should act and any specific
requirements on climate change or sustainability:
Body

Key principles

TPS

- Accuracy and Rigour
- Honesty and Integrity
- Respect for Life, Law and
the Public Good
- Responsible Leadership:
Listening and Informing

CIHT

CILT

RTPI

Section that requires an
element of
interpretation
they serve wider society
and to be sensitive to
public concerns

- Accuracy and Rigour
-Honesty and Integrity
-Respect for Life, Law and
the Public Good
-Responsible Leadership:
Listening and Informing

give due weight to[…]
the wider public
interest.

-Act with integrity and
professionalism
-Act responsibly
-Continue their professional
development
-Endeavour to serve the
interests of their employers
and employees
-Strive to build their
professional reputation
-International
understanding, goodwill and
co-operation
-Competence, honesty and
integrity

Act with integrity and
professionalism and
carry out their duties in
such a way as to
promote a positive
image of the Institute
and the profession.

-Independent professional
judgement

be alert to the ways in
which their work might
affect others

there will be tensions
between these issues,
however as a
professional planner
you are responsible for
reconciling these in a
way which best serves

Requirements regarding
climate change/sustainability
- minimise and justify any
adverse effect on society or on
the natural environment for
their own and succeeding
generations
- take due account of the
limited availability of natural
and human resources
-minimise and justify any
adverse effect on society or on
the natural environment for
their own and succeeding
generations
-take due account of the
limited availability of natural
and human resources
secure the welfare, health and
safety of all members of their
organisations and take account
of the impact of their activities
on the environment and the
community

can fulfil their ‘public interest’
duty by having regard to:
- Long term consequences of
the planning proposal or issue
in question,
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-Due care and diligence
-Equality and respect

RIBA

-Professional behaviour
-Integrity
-Competence
-Relationships

the achievement of
sustainable
development.

Members shall have
proper concern and due
regard for the effect
that their professional
activities and completed
projects may have on
users, the local
community and society.

- Protection of natural and
historic environments or any
features of special interest,
- consider the environmental
impact of their professional
activities, including the impact
of each project on the natural
environment
- promote sustainable design
and development principles in
their professional activities.
- advocate the design,
construction, and operation of
sustainable buildings and
communities.
- inform clients of sustainable
practices suitable to their
project and shall encourage
their clients to adopt
sustainable practices at the
earliest opportunity

RAE

-Honesty and integrity
-Respect for life, law, the
environment and public
good
-Accuracy and rigour

- use reasonable endeavours to
minimise whole-life carbon
and energy use
- protect, and where possible
a duty to … give due
improve, the quality of built
weight to facts,
published standards and and natural environments
guidance and the wider maximise the public good and
minimise both actual and
public interest
potential adverse effects for
their own and succeeding
generations

-Leadership and
communication

- take due account of the
limited availability of natural
resources

2.8
There are elements of commonality, in that all require those following their respective
Code to take some account of the impact on the environment or society of the work they are
doing, there are significant differences.
2.9
The most striking conclusion which can be reached however, is that only one, that of
RIBA, actively requires members to actively promote sustainable solutions to their clients and
is the only Code that explicitly mentions carbon.
2.10 Many of the bodies have requirements that are not explicit and where interpretation
is required as to how a practitioner should act in a particular situation.
5
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2.11 RAE, TPS and CIHT all have very significant areas of common ground, although RAE
requires protection and improving the quality of the built environment. TPS and CIHT require
members to minimise and justify (emphasis added) adverse effects.
2.12 Therefore, if followed to the letter under current Codes, most professional bodies for
transport planners would accept actions which would result in negative impacts to the
environment or natural resources, as long as these actions could be justified and had been
minimised within the process. This represents relatively limited professional accountability.
CONCLUSION:

2.13 The 6 professional bodies have important similarities and differences in how they treat
climate change, potentially affecting how practitioners work if they were to hold to them. The
Codes have been subjectively assessed below, with a score out of 5 (with 5 the highest) as to
their level of emphasis on climate change and sustainability and whether guidance is typically
explicit or implicit.
Institution
TPS
CIHT
CILT
RTPI
RIBA
RAE

Subjective Score
3/5
3/5
1/5
3/5
5/5
3/5

Is guidance on climate typically inferred or explicit?
Inferred
Inferred
Inferred
Inferred
Explicit
Inferred
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3. INTERVIEW METHODOLOGY
3.1
The review of existing sets of Codes is informative in how professional bodies and
associations govern their membership and what standards they expect. However, this is not
always directly related to the practice of transport planning ‘at the coal face’. In order to gain
a greater understanding of how this is applied in practice, a number of (8) interviews were
conducted with transport professionals based in the North East of England.
3.2
An attempt was made to establish as far as possible a diverse cross-section of
interviewees from across the transport industry. Correspondingly, the following breakdown
was achieved:
Background:
Professional
Bodies:
Specialisation:

Experience:

3.3

Public Sector (5 including Local Authority, Combined Authority,
Passenger Transport Executive), Private Sector (3)
TPS (3), CILT (1), CIHT (3), RTPI (1) – one interviewee was a
member of two professional bodies and one was a member of
none
Transport Planning/Policy (3), Public Transport (1), Transport
Modelling (1), Active Travel (1), Project Management (1),
Transport Engineering (1)
Between 5 and 30 years within transport; graded between
Senior and Director

Further details on these are provided in Appendix 2, split by public and private sector.

3.4
An acknowledged weakness of this group of interviewees is that there were gaps in
representation from Development Planning and Business Case/Appraisal specialisms.
Interviewees had not always worked in one discipline for their career or always within the
public/private sector so often gave responses covering both.
3.5
•
•
•
•
•

These interviews were conducted in a loose semi-structured style, typically taking
around 30 minutes to complete and focused on the following areas in response to the
Research Questions:
The level of understanding of transport practitioners of the limits to growth,
sustainability and climate change (RQ 2)
The extent to which decision-makers are factoring climate change into work which is
commissioned or conducted (RQ 2)
The level of familiarity with the Code for their particular body, including how this Code
discusses sustainability or conservation of resources and where they may have applied
it in practice (RQ 1)
How they interpreted the links between their understanding of sustainability and
climate change and the Code (RQ 1,2,3)
Their opinion on any potential ways in which this link could be deepened (RQ 2,3)
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4. RESEARCH QUESTION 2: WHAT IS THE CURRENT UNDERSTANDING
OF ‘THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY’ AMONG TRANSPORT PLANNERS
AND HOW ARE THEY ADDRESSING IT?
“Within the last 6 to 12 months it’s become more an issue…even at the [Local Authority] level
we now get asked on it for decisions […], there’s more awareness at the broad level but we
haven’t really progressed far enough into it to see it’s making much of a difference” –
Interviewee #6
SUMMARY:
•
•

Climate change is well understood by transport planners, although not always in
terms of whole-lifecycle carbon costs
Sustainability is already incorporated into many public sector statutory plans but
declarations of Climate Emergencies have not fed through into work commissioned
or undertaken in a major way, although there is some evidence this is beginning to
happen

4.1
Given the prominence of climate change it remains important to garner a more
detailed understanding from practitioners of whether and how this is influencing the work
that they undertake on a daily basis.
4.2
Understanding of transport’s role within climate change was uniformly strong across
all interviewees, perhaps unsurprisingly. There was widespread acknowledgement of the
contribution that transport is making to climate change both locally, nationally and globally.
4.3
It was clear that the perception of the contribution of transport to emissions was more
linked to emissions directly linked to the operation of a scheme rather than the construction
of a scheme, most interviewees only discussed this when prompted or not at all. As estimates
are that 17% of the total lifecycle carbon emissions from buildings & infrastructure
interventions are from the construction itself19, this may illustrate, albeit subjectively, a minor
gap
in
the
thinking
of
transport
planners.
4.4
Where there was a significant divergence of views was with regard to how publicity
around climate change had affected the work that was being commissioned. Within the
private sector, there was a continuing feeling that there were other factors which drove the
work that they were typically commissioned to do from clients, even though there was an
increased acknowledgement of climate change rhetoric from clients and there were various
possible reasons for this given, including budgets and organisation (“It’s fine until it impacts
time or cost, then it’s the first to go”)
4.5
There was a greater diversity of opinion within the public sector, where there was
discussion that there had been a change in rhetoric from decision-makers in response to
changing public attitudes with regards to climate change even if this had not always fed
through into work that had been commissioned or the nominal principles of the body20.
4.6
All from Local Authorities typically noted that, in reality, their organisations had
already embedded environmental principles into statutory and non-statutory documents
8
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such as Local Plans or Local Transport Plans, but it was about whether they were being
followed in practice or not.
4.7
It is possible that this divergence in opinion is linked to the long lead-times for work
to be commissioned from the public sector decision-makers. For example, after an Authority
declares a Climate Emergency, it is entirely possible that no transport consultancy work
relating to this will be commissioned for over a year given extended decision-making times
within local government and the difficulty of removing interventions from existing
programmes21. Private sector respondents noted that work commissioned for clients was not
yet reflecting a supposed change in attitudes relating to climate change and public sector
interviewees were not able to give definitive answers as to how any declaration of a climate
emergency had changed the forms of work they procured or bid for. This included private
sector consultants who had declared a climate emergency as an organisation22.
4.8
Transport Planning does not exist in a vacuum and the declaration of a Climate
Emergency is not likely to lead to a sea-change of attitudes across organisations overnight.
Furthermore, the numerous statutory processes such as Local Development Plans, Local
Transport Plans, Clean Air Zones and non-statutory strategies such as Local Industrial
Strategies, Strategic Economic Plans and Sustainability and Transformation Plans have their
own set of complex and overlapping timescales and accompanying guidance. Declaring a
Climate Emergency does not change the Objectively Assessed Housing Need for a Local
Authority and there are often very significant elements of institutional inertia or lack of
institutional capacity23 which mean that any changes in commissioned work would take time
to feed through.
CONCLUSION:

4.9
While there was a good level of understanding of climate change across all
interviewees, there was a divergence between both public and private sector and between
disciplines as to the impact that the climate emergency was having on their jobs. Public Sector
employees were more likely to argue that climate change had been realised at a policy level
in their organisations and was beginning to be put into practice, albeit slowly. Private sector
employees had seen some elements of this flow through into commissioned work.
4.10 External pressure groups have called for a total rethink of how practitioners in all fields
conduct themselves in the world of a climate emergency, but the issue is being handled
primarily as business as usual by transport planners, with the environment being one of many
areas which are evaluated.
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5. RESEARCH QUESTION 3: HOW ARE THESE CODES APPLIED IN
PRACTICE IN AN EXEMPLAR REGION AND WHAT MORE COULD
THESE CODES DO?
“I’ll be honest...I couldn’t really tell you what the code of conduct is” – Interviewee #2
SUMMARY:
•

•
•

Transport planners have some awareness of their own Codes, but very few have a
detailed knowledge and only one had ever used it in practice. Other documents
were felt to be more commonly referred to, including employment contracts &
internal guidance in the private sector
Strengthening Codes to allow transport planers to refuse work they felt conflicted
with their climate ethics was felt to have a number of practical challenges
Public sector respondents felt that it was important that decision-makers were
provided by transport planners with accessible and accurate information on the
climate impacts of their decisions

5.1
Given this level of knowledge of the climate emergency, it is appropriate to assess
whether Codes are influencing the activity of transport planners. This was explored through
a discussion of the level of knowledge of Codes, how they might be applicable in the context
of climate change and an assessment of the practicality of changes to Codes that might
increase action on climate change. This is important as, while differing professional bodies
treat climate change and sustainability differently, all require professionals to understand the
impact of their work on wider society.
5.2

Some of the high-level outcomes are set out below:
Area

General awareness of own Code
Detailed knowledge of own Code
Have ever needed to refer to Code
professionally
Knowledge of or use of Codes or
contracts outside professional body

Number of
respondents
8/8
2/8
1/8
8/8

Examples

Conflict of interest
Employment contracts,
Nolan Principles,
internal ethics training

5.3
The research revealed a significant diversity of knowledge with regard to the Codes.
There was no correlation between members of professional bodies which have ‘lighter touch’
descriptions of professional standards and less detailed knowledge of these standards – while
all knew of their respective Codes, only two interviewees had detailed knowledge of the
Codes, both of whom currently worked in the public sector. While both of these interviewees
are chartered, there were chartered interviewees who expressed no knowledge of the Codes.
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5.4
Of the interviewees, only one could recall recently having had to make direct reference
to their Code for an issue that they’d faced in their employment – in relation to a matter
regarding conflicts of interest. Most interviewees, despite their long careers, could not recall
having had to refer to their Code often, if at all, even if they’d referred to other documents or
principles.24 Given the levels of experience across the respondents, this represents one
reference to a Code across around 100 years of experience, which is surprisingly low.
5.5
This demonstrates the inherent challenge of trying to incorporate sustainability and
climate change within Codes, professionals rarely have had cause to refer to such Codes in
practice and they are not at the forefront of their consideration when working in either the
public or private sector as there are other considerations governing their actions25.
5.6
Interviewees from the private sector frequently pointed to their contracts of
employment and the expectations inherent within that that employees would behave in
manners which in many ways replicate Codes, including with regard to maintaining
professional standards and maintaining the reputation of the company26. Ethical issues were
seen to primarily arise in relation to conflicts of interest, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or
related legislation and issues which fell outside the realm of legality.
5.7
Depending on their responses to previous questions, interviewees were asked about
a number of theoretical solutions with regard to how transport planners could take greater
regard of the Climate Emergency, these were:
1.

Requiring practitioners to report the climate impacts of decisions to decision-makers
as part of their Code in different ways

2.

Allowing practitioners to nominate that they did not wish to work on projects which
they considered to have negative climate impacts (or other ethical issues) as part of
their Code

5.8
These two potential policy options were arrived at as they were either options which
were already undertaken or debated in different industries27 or were a potential policy
solution that had been suggested28. In addition to this, interviewees were given free rein to
consider any other potential solutions which they felt would be appropriate.
5.9
There were also other suggestions as to how transport planners could affect the
climate emergency, including through paying more attention to their procurement routes29,
training30, facilitating communication31, combining land use planning with transport32 or
even that it was ultimately more down to politics than professional behaviour33.
1. It was noted by 80% of public sector respondents that to this is already in place to some
extent. As part of wider Public Sector Equality Duties and other existing policies, when
official reports are drafted there is often a requirement that environmental implications are
set out. Some Local Authorities in the North East also require an explicit discussion of
climate change as part of decisions34. One interviewee suggested that it would be more
helpful if this were to be in place more widely and that there could also be a requirement
for the impacts to be quantified explicitly, rather than qualitative text around positive or
negative implications. This would enable public sector bodies to have greater certainty as to
how they are making progress towards carbon reduction targets.
There are potential practical challenges with this suggestion, including that standard
transport appraisal guidance & modelling may indicate that there will be expected carbon
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increases from schemes when qualitative knowledge and experience indicates that this may
not happen in the long term35 and this divergence could negatively affect the credibility of
transport planners giving the advice. Public sector respondents also noted that there was a
potential skills gap within Local Authorities in undertaking the volume of complex calculations
required.
It was also suggested by one interviewee that our role as planners should be to provide this
information and therefore embolden decision-makers rather than take action ourselves36 and
that additional action was justified in engaging more as professions and individuals in
providing accessible information.
2. There is a fundamental challenge at the heart of this proposition, that is:- as transport
planners can we achieve greater change from pushing projects in a direction which
acknowledges the climate emergency from within the project or from the outside?
By choosing not to work on certain projects we can shape the market in the direction we
desire. This challenge has been experienced by other industries37 and has a long historical
context of boycotts for a complex set of ethical reasons, including the environment, which
has been gathering pace recently such as with ‘Engineers Declare’38.
Interviewees indicated that policies similar to that in the question are in effect de facto if not
de jure at some private sector companies, where work is simply not bid for if it is felt that it
conflicts with the approach of the company or would impact its reputation. However, despite
this, a host of practical challenges were raised to this potential solution. For example, at
smaller or medium-sized companies, there are resource planning challenges and to add an
ability for employees to refuse work as an inherent right would interfere with the ability of
companies to do business.
There was a particular concern from those who managed staff, both in the public and
private sector, that there would be challenges around defining what employees considered
to be ‘negative climate impacts’ or other ethical objections and how this interfered with
doing business or even professional pride 39. This relates to the point above, where
depending on how it is expressed and analysed, the same intervention could be described as
having both positive and negative climate implications. From a practical perspective, this
would create high administrational burdens.
Most interviewees, including all of those who had worked in the public sector, put to the
fore the notion of transport planners as operators within political systems as well as the
opportunities that being able to influence projects from within represented 40:
“I’d rather someone like me was working on it, it was going to happen anyway, so is it better
that someone like me was working on it rather than someone who didn’t give a crap?” –
Interviewee #3
CONCLUSION:

Providing decision-makers with improved information on decisions as in 1. may test the
skills of existing transport planners but would provide the information to embolden
decision-makers within the political systems in which we operate.
Implementation of 2. would allow transport planners to respond to the climate emergency
in the strongest possible way, it would lead to a significant shift in which work was assigned
12
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within resource planning systems and indeed even which organisations won work. It creates
a risk that less ethical organisations would simply avoid employing people registered with
particular bodies if it would mean they could opt out of work.
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6. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE
6.1
This study has revealed a number of issues for the transport planning industry to
address in terms of how it can do more to combat climate change and with reference to
Codes.
6.2
While the profession is undoubtedly reflecting rhetoric around the climate
emergency, it is not clear that it has transferred into concrete action for practitioners,
particularly those in the private sector. While this may change over time, this research
would indicate that transport planners could be doing more to affect the climate emergency
in the work that they commission, the projects they promote or the policies they put
forward.
6.3
The interviews also demonstrated that, based on a very small sample size, that
transport planners infrequently use their Codes to provide advice with regard to climate
change and sustainability more widely – or indeed often refer to their Codes at all.
6.4
Throughout these interviews, it has been clear that transport planning and planners
occupy a complex role as both advocates of, and often opponents to, various forms of
infrastructure within a politically-led decision-making system.
6.5
That many transport planners are referring to other documents such as employment
contracts or internal training may mean that these are effectively more important than
Codes – but they are not subject to the same level of scrutiny and discussion within the
public sphere.
6.6
If existing Codes are not being referred to with regard to climate change then either
they are not fit for purpose, that transport planners do not regard climate change as
important enough to make reference to or that there is a lack of awareness of how any
Code refers to climate change and how it could be used to affect decisions. This research
contends that the latter reasoning is more compelling.
6.7
The more complex issue is - are Codes fundamentally the right place to ‘park’ an
issue as complex as climate change in an industry such as Transport Planning, where there
are multiple challenging issues to balance? Interviewees for this work felt that a solution to
allow transport planners a free hand to turn down projects by significantly strengthening
the Code would run into significant practical issues given how work is won and assigned and
therefore Codes may not be the correct place.
6.8
As transport planners, our best opportunities are likely to lie in “making clients and
the public alike value our professional opinion rather than seeing us as guns for hire who
follow the money”41. This is likely to be achieved through increasing the clarity and quality
of information we provide to decision-makers on the climate impacts of their decisions and
this principle was supported by interviewees.
6.9

In conclusion, recommendations are made below based on this research:

•

For professional bodies of transport planners and individuals within transport planning
to continue and widen their engagement with central, local and regional government
decisionmakers on the climate implications of transport planning decisions 42

•

To ensure that practitioners are able to express potential climate impacts concisely and
14
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accurately, potentially by developing further requirements around this under Core
Technical Units for the Transport Planning Professional qualification.
•

For the professional bodies of transport planners to continue to review their Codes and
assess whether practitioner knowledge or usage of these are sufficient, particularly in
the context that the majority of the practitioners interviewed did not have detailed
knowledge or had ever needed to refer to them. This could be conducted through a
wider survey of chartered members or as part of the TPS annual member survey.

15
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